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Study visit Greece 2011 – 31 march – 4 April
Aegean and its lemon trees
Probably one of the nicest landscapes, I have ever seen this year. Some lemon trees and so
nice lemon fruits… Next to them, were some almonds trees –It was not the right years for
them. We will have to come back…

A nice evening in the Greek Tavern,
discovering the Greek culture and
the way this educativerestaurant is
trying to integrate itself in the
neighborhood

I was really happy to take part to this 2 workshops in this organization, first the
theater and then some entertainment. Eating and dancing to integrate people in the
community. This restaurant was creating to integrate people in the city.
This is the opposite of the restaurant we went yesterday; the idea is to bring people
out of the community in order to develop knowledge from each other.
Yesterday, the African restaurant was mostly dedicated to the African people, here,
this restaurant is willing to welcome any kind of people, from any community…

Some tools used by
NOSTOS trainers…
Here you can see, that
learners from different
countries have written
some words to say hello,
thank you and so on…
It is a good way to learn
about the different
cultures… for Laurence,
Emmanuel, Nicolas, it is a
first contact with Nostos
way of teaching…
Many question, of course
and some ideas for the
future…

Here, is a man willing to create a company, who first needs money and is
right now selling goods directly in the street.
Some are selling bags, others watches … Will they really create an official
business soon? They said they would like it… If they are officially arrived in
the country, it might be possible. But most of them, hundreds of them will
need to be helped to get “papers”.
Still some work for Nostos, to accompany them working on their business
plan…

To me this meeting in Athens – this study visit, was the first time; I was really tackling our
subject. I met, migrants with low level of education, almost unable to speak Greek, poor,
willing to create an activity, to feed themselves and when requested their own family… I
would like to thank Elias and all the people who have organized this meeting. It was hard
some days, because of the situation, because it was for real, but it was really interesting to
be there and to experience it.

